
1. Introduction
Ammonium nitrate (AN) is widely used as a fertilizer

and as an ingredient in industrial explosives and oxidizing
chemical compositions because it is relatively cheap,
releases almost 100% gaseous products upon reaction, and
has a positive oxygen balance (+20.0 g g－１). Unfortunately,
tragic accidental explosions involving AN have occurred
in the past,２）－５） including incidents at a West Fertilizer
Company storage facility in Texas in 20134）and at an AZF
plant in Toulouse, France, in 20015）. To allow the safe
development and use of AN-containing devices, it is

important to understand the reaction mechanisms,
combustion behaviors, and thermal stabilities of AN
compositions. As such, there have been many studies on
the decomposition and combustion mechanisms of AN
compositions６）－35）.
Combustion of energetic materials, including AN, is

typically characterized by a diverse range of physical and
chemical processes that occur in a complex series of
stages. Analyzing the behavior of an energetic material in
both the condensed and gas phases is therefore an
important step in obtaining a better understanding of its
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Abstract
In this work, a mechanism for gas phase combustion of ammonium nitrate (AN) was identified and investigated. The

optimized structures of reactants, products, and transition states were generated at the ωB97XD/6-311++G (d,p ) level of
theory and the total electron energies of such structures were calculated at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. The new kinetic
model was subsequently used to predict low-pressure AN decomposition products, and the results were compared with
the experimental data in the literature. Good agreement was found in terms of the concentrations of decomposition
products, although the simulation predicted lower amounts of some products than were determined experimentally,
suggesting that surface catalytic decomposition on the reactor walls may affect the AN decomposition process. A
modified model including surface catalytic reactions provided better predictions. Detailed chemical reaction calculations
were used to determine the AN ignition mechanism. During an induction period, the homolytic cleavage of HNO３, with a
high energy barrier, initiates a chain reaction by generating OH· and NO２·, after which OH· attacks NH３to yield NH２·. This
NH２· reacts with NO２· to yield HONO via NH２O·. Finally, HONO attacks HNO３ to yield t -ONONO２ and this compound
decomposes to start a chain-branching reaction : t -ONONO２ →NO２· + NO２· + H２O. It was determined that, due to the
stability of NH３, this species is not attacked by NO２· but solely by OH·. The production of OH· was therefore determined to
be the rate-determining step for AN decomposition in the gas phase. The results of this work also demonstrate that,
following sufficient accumulation of radicals, the mixture of gas phase HNO３ and NH３ ignites and the temperature rises
sharply.
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combustion behavior. To understand the combustion
mechanism, a detailed chemical reaction simulation is
helpful, and many researchers have developed reliable
reaction mechanisms for gas phase H/N/O compounds.
Cagnina et al.28）and Lin and Park29）,30）constructed detailed
kinetics models for AN decomposition and ammonium
dinitramide combustion, while Daimon et al.31）developed a
model to simulate the species and reactions that occur
during the combustion of a hypergolic N２H４/N２O４mixture.
Ermolin investigated the combustion mechanism of
ammonium dinitramide32）,33）using a detailed kinetic model.
The work reported herein had several goals : firstly, to

improve the previous detailed chemical model of AN
combustion by identifying new reactions and providing
relevant kinetic data ; secondly, to validate the proposed
mechanisms by comparing the predictions to the
experimental data obtained by Lin et al ; and lastly, to
simulate AN ignition behavior and to obtain a better
understanding of the ignition mechanism.

2. Computational
The geometries of the reactants, products, and

transition states were optimized at the ωB97XD/6-311++
G (d,p ) level34）of theory using the Gaussian 09 software
package35）. Gordon et al.34）developed the ωB97XD method,
which includes empirical dispersion forces and is believed
to be reliable when applied to systems with weak van der
Waals forces. Their group also reported that the ωB97XD
method yields satisfactory accuracy for kinetics and non-
covalent interactions34）.
During computations, transition states (TSs) were

extensively searched for and, if found, an intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) calculation was conducted in order to
assign reactants and products to the TS. The energies of
the corresponding molecules were evaluated at the CBS-
QB336） level of theory, since this is a complete basis
method with a reasonable time expense. In this study,
geometries and frequencies were calculated at the ωB97
XD/6-311++G (d,p) level. The optimized geometries were
fixed with no changes allowed, and the energies were
calculated using the CBS-QB3 method, which is
considered to be a cost-effective strategy for obtaining
chemically accurate thermochemical calculations.
Transition state theory (TST) calculations were also

performed to obtain the rate coefficient by using the
Gaussian postprocessor (GPOP) program suite37）
developed by Miyoshi38）-40）. GPOP is a collection of tools
for the estimation of the thermodynamics and rate
coefficients of gas-phase reactions.
The CBS-QB3 method is known to generate errors

during calculations for many nitrogen-based species,
leading to significant inaccuracies in the prediction of rate
constants. The aim of the present work was not to obtain
highly accurate rate coefficients for each reaction, but to
more fully elucidate the AN ignition mechanism. We
believe that calculations at this level of theory can still
provide valuable insights into the combustion behavior of
AN.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Chemical kinetic modeling
3.1.1 Reaction HNO3 + NH3→ NH2NO2 + H2O
We initially identified and investigated the bimolecular

reaction of NH３ and HNO３, shown below. We started with
the two neutral species HNO３ and NH３, rather than the
ionic species NO３－and NH４+, because ionic species are not
thermally favorable in the gas phase. Thus, reaction paths
including ionic species were omitted from consideration as
reasonable reaction paths in this study.

NH３+ HNO３→ NH２NO２+ H２O (R1)

Figure 1 presents the potential energy profile of the
reaction, including the optimized structure of the
transition state (TS). This process is initiated by cleavage
of the N―OH bond in HNO３, after which the resulting OH·
abstracts a H from NH３ (TS1), while the dissociated NO２·
combines with the dehydrogenated NH２· to form NH２NO２.
The associated energy barrier was determined to be 196.3
kJ mol－１ at the CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311++G (d,p) level
of theory. The NH２NO２subsequently decomposes to N２O
and H２O. The rate coefficient for this reaction, kTS1, at a
given temperature T was determined using simple TST
as follows :

kTS１=1.98×10－１×T 3.53 exp (-22195/T ) cm３mol－１s－１ (1)

3.1.2 Reaction HNO3 + HNO3

Two molecules of HNO３ may also decompose to yield
N２O５and H２O as follows :

HNO３+ HNO３→ N２O５+ H２O (R2)

We examined this self-decomposition reaction and the
subsequent processes. Figure 2 depicts the potential
energy profile and optimized TS structure. The energy
barrier was determined to be 89.8 kJ mol－１ at the CBS-
QB3//ωB97XD/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory. This
reaction begins with a H· transfer from one HNO３ to the
other. The resulting H２NO３· subsequently decomposes to
H２O and NO２·, and NO２· binds to NO３· from the first HNO３
to form N２O５. The rate coefficient, kTS2, for R2 was also
evaluated using simple TST, as indicated below :

kTS２=4.14×10－１×T 3.25 exp (-12870/T ) cm３mol－１s－１ (2)

Figure１ Potential energy profile for the bimolecular reaction
NH３+ HNO３→ NH２NO２ + H２O as calculated at the
CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p ) level of theory.
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3.1.3 Reaction NH3+N2O5→ NH2ONO2 + HNO3

Following the self-decomposition of HNO３, the resulting
N２O５ is capable of oxidizing NH３, as in the reaction below.

NH３+ N２O５→ NH２ONO２+ HNO３ (R3)

Figure 3 shows the potential energy profile of R3 and
the optimized TS structure. The energy barrier was
calculated to be 27.5 kJ mol－１at the CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6
-311++G (d,p) level of theory. The bimolecular reaction of
N２O５ and NH３ begins with the decomposition of N２O５ to
NO２· and NO３·, after which NO２· immediately combines
with NH３ to form NH３NO２· as TS3. The NO３· removes a H·
from NH３NO２· to finally yield NH２NO２ and HNO３. The rate
coefficient, kTS3, for R3 was determined using simple TST,
as below.

kTS３=8.88×T 2.85 exp (−2924T ) cm３mol－１s－１ (3)

3.1.4 Reaction HNO3 + HONO→ 2NO2 + H2O
In this work, we also identified and investigated a

bimolecular reaction series involving HNO３ and HONO, as
shown below.

HNO３+ HONO→ t -ONONO２+ H２O (R4)

t -ONONO２→ NO２+ NO２ (R5)

Figure 4 shows the potential energy profiles of the
series of reactions, including the optimized structures of
the TSs. The cleavage of the N―OH bond in HONO
triggers the decomposition, after which the OH· abstracts
a H from HNO３ (TS4), while the dissociated NO· combines
with NO３· to form t -ONONO２. The associated energy
barrier was determined to be 36.7 kJ mol－１ at the CBS-QB
3//ωB97XD/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory. Subsequently,
the t -ONONO２decomposes to give two NO２· molecules via
TS5, as shown in Figure 5. The dissociation energy of
t -ONONO２ was determined to be 22 kJ mol－１. The
respective rate coefficients, kTS4 and kTS5 , for reactions R4
and R5 were evaluated using simple TST, as follows :

kTS４=２．４０×１０－１×T 3.47 exp (－３５９５/T ) cm３mol－１s－１ (4)

kTS５=2.95×1012×T 0.17 exp (-3975/T ) s－１ (5)

3.1.5 Reaction NH3+t-ONONO2→ NH2NO + HNO3

The oxidization of NH３ by t -ONONO２was also modeled
as follows :

NH３+ t -ONONO２→ NH２NO + HNO３ (R6)

Figure 6 shows the potential energy profile of R6 and
the optimized TS structure. The energy barrier was
calculated to be 27.5 kJ mol－１at the CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6
-311++G (d,p) level of theory. The reaction of t -ONONO２
and NH３ begins with the decomposition of t -ONONO２ to
NO· and NO３·, after which NO· immediately combines with
NH３ to form NH３NO· as TS6. NO３· then removes a H· from
NH３NO·to yield NH２NO２ and HNO３. The rate coefficient,

Figure５ Potential energy profile for the reaction t-ONONO２
→ NO２+ NO２, as calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97
XD/6-311++G(d,p ) level of theory.Figure２ Potential energy profile for the bimolecular reaction

HNO３ + HNO３ → N２O５ + H２O as calculated at the
CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p ) level of theory.

Figure６ Potential energy profile for the bimolecular reaction
NH３ + t-ONONO２→ NH２NO + HNO３, as calculated
at the CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p ) level of
theory.Figure３ Potential energy profile for the bimolecular reaction

NH３+ N２O５→ NH２NO２+ HNO３as calculated at the
CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p ) level of theory.

Figure４ Potential energy profile for the bimolecular reaction
HNO３+ HONO → t-ONONO２ + HNO３ as calculated
at the CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p ) level of
theory.
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kTS6, for R6 was determined using simple TST, as in the
following expression :

kTS6=3.14×101×T 2.79 exp (-1283/T ) cm3mol-1s-1 (6)

3.2 Simulations
The kinetics of AN decomposition were modeled based

on TST, using the parameters provided in Table 1. During
this study, we modified the YNU 1.1 model previously
reported by our group41）. The YNU 1.1 model has been
employed to analyze the decomposition of hydroxylamine
in the gas phase. The majority of the elementary reactions
of N-H species and the corresponding rate coefficients in
this mechanism are taken from a report by Dean and
Bozzelli42）, while data for the reaction NH２· + OH· ⇌
NH２OH are from the NIST kinetics database43）, and data
for the reaction HNO３ ⇌ OH· + NO２· are from the
literature29）. However, the subset of reactions related to
hydrogen combustion in the YNU01 model was replaced
by a more recently derived mechanism44）. The new model
incorporates 41 species and 282 reactions. Figure 7 plots
the variations in the rate coefficients of the reactions listed
in Table 1 with temperature.

3.2.1 Low pressure decomposition products
To validate the model, we calculated the expected

products of AN decomposition at low pressure and
compared the predictions to the experimental
observations of Lin et al., who studied the thermal
decomposition of AN in the gas phase under low-pressure

conditions over the range of 250-683 οC by pyrolysis/mass
spectrometry using a reactor coated with boric acid30）.
The CHEMKIN-PRO program suite45）was employed for
these calculations. Figure 8 plots the concentrations of AN
decomposition products against the reaction temperature
and shows both the simulated and experimental results.
The previous model30）was insufficient to account for the

consumption of NH３ and the formation of H２O. As can be
seen in the dash-dotted lines in Figure 8, no noticeable
decomposition of NH３ was found using this model. It is
known that the decomposition of HNO３ is affected by wall
surfaces through the heterogeneous decomposition
reaction HNO３+ M (wall) →NO２· + OH· + M (wall), which
has a reaction rate much higher than that of homogeneous
decomposition at the reactor surface30）,46）. Thus, the
heterogeneous decomposition of HNO３ was taken into
consideration. In the previous study30）, the kinetics of the
heterogenous reaction of HNO３ on the wall were obtained
using inverse analysis. The rate was determined by
varying the rate to match the modeled yields of NH３ and
H２O to the experimentally measured concentrations. The
adjusted kinetics provided excellent predictions. However,
our new model did not include any such adjustment of
parameters to experimental data. The dashed lines in
Figure 8 show the predictions of the YNU 1.1 model with
the new kinetic components described in Section 3.1. It can
be seen that the data obtained from the kinetics model
agreed reasonably well with the experimental results
without requiring the use of any fitting parameters. We
therefore conclude that the new model can provide an

Table１ Additional reactions and rate coefficients employed during the kinetic modeling of AN combustion.

No. Reaction
∆E０ [ kJ mol－１] k

TS Product A１ n ∆Ea２

1 NH３+ HNO３⇌ NH２NO２+H２O (TS1) 196.3 -57.9 1.98×10－１ 3.53 184.5

2 HNO３+ HNO３⇌ N２O５+ H２O (TS2) 74.1 70.7 4.13×10１ 3.24 107.0

3 NH３+ N２O５⇌ NH２NO２+HNO３(TS3) 32.4 -105.6 8.88 2.85 24.3

4 HNO３+ HONO⇌ t-ONONO２+ H２O (TS4) 36.7 27.9 2.40×10－１ 3.47 29.9

5 t-ONONO２⇌ NO２+ NO２(TS5) 32.0 22.1 2.95×1012 0.17 33.1

6 NH３+ t-ONONO２⇌ NH２NO + HNO３(TS6) 20.7 -46.9 3.14×101 2.79 10.7
１Frequency factor is given in units of cm３, mol, and s.
２Activation energy is in units kJ mol－１.

Figure７ Rate coefficients for the (A) bimolecular and (B) unimolecular AN combustion reactions in Table 1.
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(A)Timproved understanding of the decomposition of AN. It is
evident, however, that the simulations using our new
model predict that less NH３will be consumed and less H２O
will be generated compared to the experimental
observations. H２O is primarily generated from the
reactions HNO３ → NO２· + OH· and NH３ + OH· → NH２· +
H２O. The homogeneous decomposition reaction HNO３ →
NO２· + OH· is too slow to initiate a chain reaction. We also
calculated the reaction coefficient for the heterogeneous
decomposition reaction in a glass reactor (140mm length)
based on a literature report46）as follows :

k'=1.89×101×T 2.12 exp (-11490/T ) s－１ (7)

The solid lines in Figure 8 indicate the predicted
concentrations using the new model when incorporating
heterogeneous decomposition. When modified in this
manner, the model provides better predictions. However,
further improvement is needed to provide better
prediction at temperatures below approximately 550 οC.
The decomposition rate was significantly dependent on
the surface-to-volume ratio and insensitive to temperature.
Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of the
predictions, we should obtain and determine kinetics for
each reactor.

3.2.2 Ignition mechanism
To obtain a better understanding of the AN ignition

process, the modified YNU 1.1 model was used to calculate
the ignition delay time of a 1 : 1 (on a molar basis) NH３/
HNO３ gas mixture at P０ = 1 atm and T０ = 350 οC during
adiabatic combustion (meaning constant enthalpy and
pressure). These calculations were performed using the
CHEMKIN-PRO program suite45）. The T０ value of 350 οC
was chosen because this temperature is approximately the
dissociation point of AN at 1 atm７）.
The temperature and species time profiles for an initial

temperature of T０= 350 οC are shown in Figure 9, in which
the abrupt rise in temperature at approximately 0.15 s
clearly indicates the ignition. During the induction period,
the concentrations of NO２·, HONO, and OH· are all seen to
increase.

Figure 10 summarizes the absolute production rates of
important species (NH３, HNO３, NO２·, HONO, and NH２O),
calculated based on a reaction path analysis using the
CHEMKIN-PRO program suite45）. The majority of the
HNO３ is consumed by two reactions : HNO３→ NO２· + OH·
and HNO３ + HONO → t -ONONO２ + H２O. Because NH３ is
relatively stable, it reacts to yield NH２· via the attack of
OH· rather than NO２·. However, NO２· can react with NH２·
to yield NH２O· and HNO. The majority of NO２· is
consumed by three reactions : NH２· + NO２· → NH２O· +
NO, HNO + NO２· → NO· + HONO, and NH２O· + NO２· →

Figure８ Comparison of experimental data and kinetic modeling results for the AN decomposition process. The square symbols
and dash-dotted lines (NH３)represent experimental data from a literature report30）. The plots were obtained using the
modified YNU 1.1 model (dashed lines) and the YNU01 model including the heterogeneous decomposition of HNO３ on
the reactor walls (solid lines). Initial conditions were : (A) NH３= HNO３= 3.1 × 10－１Pa, N２= 9.3 × 10－１Pa, reaction time
= 23.16 T－１s (T in kelvin), and P = 666.6 Pa (using He), and (B) NH３= HNO３= 2.3 × 10－１Pa, N２= 9.3 × 10－１Pa, N２O =
13.3 × 10－１Pa, reaction time = 15.16 T－１s, and P = 826 Pa (using He).

Figure９ Temperature (A) and species (B) time histories for a
1 : 1 molar mixture of gaseous HNO３/NH３ at P０ = 1
atm and T０ = 350 οC under adiabatic constant
pressure conditions.
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HNO + HONO. The HONO promotes the decomposition of
HNO３ to yield two NO２· via t-ONONO２. Figure 11 depicts
the proposed AN ignition mechanism based on these
results. The homolytic cleavage of HNO３, HNO３ → OH· +
NO２·, triggers the chain reaction in which OH· reacts with
NH３ to give NH２· and H２O. The reaction of ·NH２ and ·NO２
has two possible paths, yielding either N２O and H２O or
NH２O· and HNO. NO２· attacks NH２O· or HNO to yield
either HNO and HONO, or HONO and NO, respectively,
after which HONO attacks HNO３ to yield two NO２· and
H２O via t-ONONO２. This chain-propagation loop increases
the NO２· and HONO concentrations and prolongs the
radical chain reaction. As noted, the stability of NH３

prevents its reaction with the low-reactivity NO２· radical.
Thus, the production of the high-reactivity OH· radical via
the homolytic cleavage of HNO３ is the rate-determining
step for AN decomposition in the gas phase. In this
proposed process, the accumulation of a sufficient
concentration of radical species leads to ignition of the
HNO３ and NH３ gas mixture with an attendant rapid
temperature rise.

4. Conclusions
The combustion pathway of AN in the gas phase was

investigated on the basis of quantum chemical
calculations. The calculations were performed at the
ωB97XD/6-311++G (d,p) and CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311+
+G (d,p) levels of theory. Mechanisms for the reactions
HNO３+ NH３→ NH２NO２+ H２O ; HNO３+ HNO３→ N２O５+
H２O ; N２O５ + NH３→ NH２NO２ + H２O ; HNO３ + HONO →
t-ONONO２ + H２O ; t -ONONO２ → NO２· + NO２ ; and
t-ONONO２+ NH３→ NH２NO２+ HNO３were developed and
added to the YNU01 model41）. To validate the modified
mechanisms, we compared the predicted products of the
thermal decomposition of gas-phase AN to experimental
data. The kinetics model data agree reasonably well with
the experimental results without the use of any fitting
parameters. The new model should, however, be modified
to incorporate heterogeneous decomposition at the reactor
walls. A model revised in this manner will be able to
provide better predictions of AN decomposition in a
reactor. Detailed chemical reaction simulations revealed
that the ignition occurs after an induction period at an
initial temperature of 350 οC, which is the dissociation
point of AN at 1 atm. Homolytic HNO３ cleavage, HNO３→
NO２· + OH·, starts the decomposition reaction, and then
OH· attacks NH３ to yield NH２·. NO２· does not attack NH３
because NH３ is stable, but it reacts with NH２· to yield
NH２O·. NH２O· reacts with NO２ to yield HONO and HNO.
HONO attacks HNO３ according to the reaction HNO３ +
HONO → 2NO２· + H２O, which is a chain-branching
process. Due to the stability of NH３, only OH· can attack
this unreactive species. The production of OH·, which
occurs via the homolytic cleavage of HNO３, is the rate-
determining step of AN decomposition in the gas phase.
After sufficient radical accumulation, the HNO３ and NH３
gas mixture ignites and the temperature rises sharply.
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